Order No.:
08-V015-0493

The tool set consists of the following two tools:

Fig. 1: Tool 1 (Order No.: 08-W100-0599-001)

Fig. 2: Tool 2 (Order No.: 08-W100-0599-002)

Working steps:

1. Slide tool 1 (Order No.: 08-W100-0599-001) between conductor rail and hanger clamp until stop (see Fig. 3 and Fig. 4).
2. Push the conductor rail against the tool or rather against the hanger clamp (see Fig. 5).

Fig. 5

3. Insert tool 2 (Order No.: 08-W100-0599-002) into the open side of the conductor rail (see Fig. 6 - Fig. 8).
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4. The conductor rail can be removed (see Fig. 9).
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5. Remove tool 2 (Order No.: 08-W100-0599-002) (see Fig. 10).
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6. To remove tool 1 (Order No.: 08-W100-0599-001), a tension spring may need to be pushed away (see red arrow) (see Fig. 11).

Fig. 11
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